
TOPIC :
Some one believes video games are useful for harmless fun or even as a

educational tool.Other people believe this may lead to threatening in human life.
Please review the drawbacks and outweigh the benefits.

Introduction - Rephrase

Body para 1 : Advantages of video games
1. Creativity
2. Higher concentration
3. Stress relaxation

Body Para 2 : Disadvantages of video games
1. live from alone
2. Visual impair
3. addiction

Body Para 3 : Examples
Racing game,airplane simulator
traffic controls,rules,how to operate

Conclusion : video game is good for everyone who wants to succor.

In last decades technologically sustained in virtual reality video based games
evolution happened which is drastically increased the participation in our human
race .however,others believe it may lead to distract-full activity who wants to grow
the academic field with a terrestrial run.we will look at the overview of cons&pros
below our discussion.

Game seekers are keen to play a video games which is tuning an effortless practice in
peace environment whether it is bad or good games in their life so that it is vary
from person characteristics who consider the prime factor as a productive artistic.
It make a vital role in our community such as creativity,concentration,memory boost.
For instance,airplane simulator game used by airways because of avoiding the risk at
during the training period who want to become a great pilot.

Debates have been growing about the video game role into the public by internet in
our society.Many peers circles briefly mentioned it may lead to laziness to every one
because it was degenerating the brain nerve system when they were played reaching
the extreme limit.For instance , the doctor are advised to who have been playing the
video game in future if they get failure in achieving the victory,it will make a
psychological impact and then it leads to suicide attempt in few cases.

From my view , video game is succor for who need the step-up in grab the bullion.
Although it assembles a plenty of succeed in their role,it will omit the venom
underneath the cache when the exceeding the certain boundaries.




